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ABSTRACT Coordinated cell movement is a major mechanism of the multicellular development of most organisms. The
multicellular morphogenesis of the slime mould Dictyostelium discoideum, from single cells into a multicellular fruiting body,
results from differential chemotactic cell movement. During aggregation cells differentiate into prestalk and prespore cells that
will form the stalk and spores in the fruiting body. These cell types arise in a salt and pepper pattern after what the prestalk
cells chemotactically sort out to form a tip. The tip functions as an organizer because it directs the further development. It has
been difficult to get a satisfactory formal description of the movement behavior of cells in tissues. Based on our experiments,
we consider the aggregate as a drop of a viscous fluid and show that this consideration is very well suited to mathematically
describe the motion of cells in the tissue. We show that the transformation of a hemispherical mound into an elongated slug
can result from the coordinated chemotactic cell movement in response to scroll waves of the chemoattractant cAMP. The
model calculations furthermore show that cell sorting can result from differences in chemotactic cell movement and cAMP
relay kinetics between the two cell types. During this process, the faster moving and stronger signaling cells collect on the
top of the mound to form a tip. The mound then extends into an elongated slug just as observed in experiments. The model
is able to describe cell movement patterns in the complex multicellular morphogenesis of Dictyostelium rather well and we
expect that this approach may be useful in the modeling of tissue transformations in other systems.

INTRODUCTION

Dictyostelium morphogenesis is initiated by aggregation of
free-living single amoebae into multicellular aggregates
(mounds) (Loomis, 1982; Chen et al., 1996; Firtel, 1995).
The cells aggregate by chemotaxis to cAMP waves, which
are initiated by the aggregation center and propagate out-
ward as concentric or spiral waves. In the mound, the
initially homogenous cell population starts to differentiate
into a few types of prestalk cells and prespore cells. Differ-
entiation of prestalk and prespore cells occurs in random
positions in the mound (Takeuchi, 1991; Williams, 1995).
However, in time some of the prestalk cells accumulate at
the top of the mound and form a tip, while the prespore cells
occupy the rest of the mound. The mound elongates under
the control of the tip, and after a transient period the
hemispherical mound transforms into the cylindrical slug,
which falls down on the substrate and starts to migrate
(Loomis, 1982). Under the influence of the right environ-
mental signals, the slug transforms into a fruiting body
consisting of stalk and spore cells. The stalk cells are dead
and vacuolated while the spores survive and await favorable
conditions to germinate and release single amoebae again.

This paper focuses on the modeling of cell sorting in the
mound. It is known that both, prestalk and prespore cells,
move in rotational fashion around the mounds vertical axis
so that they form a vortex of cell flows (Siegert and Weijer,

1995; Siegert et al., 1994; Rietdorf et al., 1996; Eliott et al.,
1993). The magnitude of cell velocity in these flows
changes periodically and seems to be in response to counter
rotating optical density waves (Rietdorf et al., 1996). Al-
though there is as yet no direct evidences for the existence
of the cAMP waves in the mound, it is clear that all mounds
are organized by a variety of spiral optical density waves
and that mound stage cells can respond chemotactically to
cAMP (Rietdorf et al., 1996). The most natural way to
explain the cell movement patterns in the mound is to
assume that the cells move chemotactically in response to a
scroll-shaped cAMP wave rotating in the mound. Mathe-
matical models describing mound formation also show that
transformation of the two-dimensional aggregation field
into the three-dimensional mound leads to a transformation
of a spiral cAMP wave to a scroll wave with the formation
of corresponding vortex of cell flows rotating around the
vertical axis of the mound (Bretschneider et al., 1997;
Vasiev et al., 1997). After a period of rotation, the cells start
to sort out. The mechanisms responsible for cell sorting in
the mound are the subject of the present study.

There have been a number of mathematical models de-
scribing different stages of Dictyostelium development. It
has been shown that the aggregation of single cells and
stream formation are driven mainly by chemotaxis to prop-
agating cAMP waves, whereas mechanical interactions of
cells are not very important (Vasieva et al., 1995; van Oss
et al., 1996). Models aimed to describe mound formation
and slug motion show that mechanical interactions between
cells are as important as chemotaxis for these phenomena
(Savill and Hogeweg, 1997). These interactions can be
described in a hydrodynamic way, i.e., when the mound is
considered to be a drop of liquid, the cells as fluids, and
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their motion as a flow, which is initiated by chemotactic
forces and affected by pressure and viscosity. This approach
has been used by Odell and Bonner to describe slug migra-
tion (Odell and Bonner, 1986) and by (Vasiev et al., 1997)
to model mound formation. Despite many differences in
treatment of the details of the chemotactic signaling and
movement, these two models are basically similar because
both assume the liquid nature of slime mould tissue.

In this study we use a hydrodynamic approach to model
cell sorting in the mound. We consider the mound as con-
sisting of two mixed liquids corresponding to the two cell
types, prestalk and prespore cells. Both liquids are chemo-
tactically reacting with rotational movement to a counter
rotating scroll wave of cAMP in the mound. We investigate
which differences in the properties of these liquids can
result in their separation, i.e., in cell sorting. Contrary to
many other models of cell sorting, which consider differen-
tial adhesion as the driving force for cell sorting (Umeda,
1989, 1993; Savill and Hogeweg, 1997), we focus on dif-
ferential chemotaxis and differential excitability. We show
that sorting of prestalk cells to the top of the mound (while
the prespore cells occupy the rest of its volume) takes place
when the excitability of prestalk cells and their chemotactic
movement is higher than that of prespore cells. Another
important question, which we address in our model, is what
mechanism is responsible for the transformation of the
shape of the mound. We show that scroll waves of cAMP
rotating around the vertical axis of the mound lead to cell
flows that result in transformation of a hemispherical
mound into a cylinder. Therefore, the shape of the cAMP
wave (i.e., scroll) in the mound determines the formation of
a cylindrical slug.

MODEL

The basic assumptions of the model are the following.

1. The mound is a three-dimensional structure with
free boundaries. The shape of the mound changes
gradually over time. The mound forms by aggregation
of single cells, which initially form a flat layer on the
substrate but during aggregation pile on top of each
other to form a hemispherical aggregate. The mound
transforms in a tall cylindrical-shaped-standing slug.

2. The mound is an excitable medium. There is strong
experimental evidence for the existence of chemical
waves of cAMP. These waves are generated by the
cells, propagate through the mound, and synchronize
the movement of the cells. To model these waves, we
consider the mound to be an excitable medium.

3. The mound is an incompressible viscous liquid. The
main experimental evidence suggesting that the mound
behaves as a viscous liquid comes from the analysis of
the cell movement patterns in the mound. These move-
ment patterns show strong similarity to the laminar
flows observed in a liquid. While single cells (at the
early aggregation) exhibit a distinct pulsatile motion,

i.e., directed motion during the rising phase of the
passing cAMP waves and random motion at all other
times, cells in the mound move continuously despite the
periodic nature of chemotactic signal (Rietdorf et al.,
1996; Siegert and Weijer, 1995; Rietdorf et al., 1997).
The cells do not slow down significantly between che-
motactic waves, i.e., they move more or less continu-
ously. At the same time, the cells do not strictly keep
their neighbors. This implies that there exist strong
interactions between cells, i.e., the cells make and break
contacts continuously. Furthermore, cells in mounds,
which rotate around a central core, show a velocity
profile that is smooth in space. The velocity is maximal
in the middle between the center of the mound and the
periphery (Siegert et al., 1994; Siegert and Weijer,
1995). These properties are similar to those of a viscous
liquid. On the cellular level, this behavior is presum-
ably based on the shape flexibility of the individual
cells. They change their shape during movement and in
response to interactions with other cells.

4. The mound is composed of two kinds of fluids. These
fluids correspond to prestalk (20–25% of the total
amount of cells) and prespore cells. These cell types
differ in many properties but here we only take into
account differences in their chemotactic response and
signaling systems. Based on experimental data we as-
sume that prestalk cells are faster and more excitable
compared with prespore cells. It has been shown that
aggregation-stage cells can be separated into popula-
tions that are going to become prestalk and prespore
cells and that the cells that are going to become prestalk
show higher frequency optical density oscillations as
the cells that will become prespore (Weijer et al., 1984).
It was shown that purified populations of prestalk and
prespore cells exhibit excitable cAMP kinetics and that
prestalk cells are more excitable (Otte et al., 1986). It
was shown that isolated prestalk cells move faster in
response to a chemotactic cAMP signal when put on an
agar substrate compared with similarly treated prespore
cells (Mee et al., 1986; Early et al., 1995). This suggests
strongly that prestalk cells can develop a stronger che-
motactic movement force than prespore cells.

Before we introduce the model equations, we want to
state that the goal of this study is to understand the mech-
anisms of cell sorting and to give a qualitative rather than a
quantitative description of the process. A good quantitative
description of cell sorting is still impossible because of a
lack of detailed knowledge of the signaling system and the
mechanical properties of the cells and their interaction with
the substrate. For example, to model the cAMP waves we
use equations that do not reflect any details of the real
cell-signaling system. The model parameters are chosen
such that a correct relationship between experimentally
measurable data such as velocity of cells and waves exists.
However, our results are robust and qualitatively insensitive
to reasonable variations of the model parameters.
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To model propagation of cAMP waves in a mound, we
use the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations, which are widely
known as describing a prototype excitable medium:

�g/�t � D�g � kg�g � g0��g � g1��g � g2� � krr (1)

�r/�t � �g � g0 � r�/� (2)

Here g is assumed to define the level of extracellular cAMP,
and r is the proportion of active and inactive cAMP recep-
tors (Martiel and Goldbeter, 1987) or activated � subunits of
the inhibitory G-proteins (Tang and Othmer, 1994, 1995). D
is the diffusion coefficient for cAMP; � is a time scaling
factor for the variables r and g. kg and kr define the rate of
cAMP production and hydrolysis respectively. Although the
Eqs. 1 and 2 are not as good as Martiel-Goldbeter (Martiel
and Goldbeter, 1987) or Tang-Othmer models (Tang and
Othmer, 1994) in describing the details of the Dictyostelium
signal relay system, they can be integrated much faster
(allowing to use larger time and space steps), and therefore
are better suited for the time consuming calculations pre-
sented here.

Cell movement is described as a flow in incompressible
liquid by the Navier-Stokes equation:

���V/�t � �V��V� � Fch	�V � �p (3)

The left-hand side of the equation describes the acceleration
of the fluids under the influence of the forces given in the
right-hand side of the equation. V is a velocity of the flow;
� is a density of the liquid, Fch is the chemotactic force per
volume. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 3
describes cell-cell friction: 	 is the viscosity coefficient.
The last term on the right-hand side defines the forces
caused by the pressure, p, which develops in the mound as
a result of the chemotactic cell movement.

We assume that the chemotactic force is proportional to
the gradient of cAMP:

Fch � Kch��g/�t��g (4)

in which Kch is equal to zero when �g/�t 
 0, and to a
positive constant when �g/�t � 0. The cAMP time deriva-
tive is used to distinguish the wave front, where cells
accelerate in response to the chemotactic signal, from the
wave back, where cells are desensitized and do not respond
to the cAMP gradient. Eq. 4 cannot be considered to be an
exact description of chemotaxis, however, it takes into
account the most important features: accumulation of ki-
netic energy and impulse of motion along the cAMP gra-
dient. How cells accelerate in reality is unknown. Using Eq.
4 we assume that accelerating cells get traction from sur-
rounding cells and the extracellular matrix, whose own
acceleration is neglected.

Moving cells slow down for two reasons: 1) because of
viscous interactions between cells given by second term in
the right-hand side of Eq. 4. These interactions are very
strong in the mound, as cells instantly form and break
contacts with each other and with the extracellular matrix.

As a result of viscous interactions, cells tend to have the
same velocity, an averaged velocity of all cells in the
mound. 2) Another force slowing down the cells derives
from friction to the sheath of the mound. The mechanical
properties of the sheath are not known very well, but one
can assume that the sheath is moving only to a very limited
extent or not at all. The friction between the moving cells
and the stationary sheath slows down not only cells located
in the immediate vicinity of the sheath, but also all other
cells in the mound because of the viscous cell-cell interactions.

The last term in the right hand side of Eq. 4 is a force
generated by a pressure field in the mound. This force is
responsible for the mound’s incompressibility and allows
cells to reorient the direction of their motion so that they not
necessarily move toward the source of chemotactic signal.
Pressure results in the occurrence of upward cell flows,
which cause the transformation of a two-dimensional col-
lection of cells into a hemispherical mound (Vasiev et al.,
1997) and the further transformation of the mound into a
slug (present study).

To model cell sorting in the mound, we assume that the
mound is heterogeneous, i.e., it consists of two kinds of
fluids, which correspond to prestalk and prespore cells, each
characterized by the volume fractions, �1 and �2:

�1 � �2 � 1 inside the mound;

�1 � �2 � 0 outside the mound.
(5)

To model difference in excitability of prestalk and prespore
cells we assume that they differ in their rate of cAMP
production:

kg � k1�1 � k2�2 (6)

in which k1 and k2 define the rate of cAMP production by
each cell type. In the same way (making other parameters in
Eqs. 1 and 2 cell-type dependent), we can model other kinds
of differences in the cAMP relay systems of prestalk and
prespore cells.

Similar to the differential excitability, we model differ-
ential chemotactic movement by introducing parameters, K1

and K2, which define the chemotactic force developed by
prestalk and prespore cells:

Kch � K1�1 � K2�2 (7)

Consequently the velocities of prestalk, V1, and prespore,
V2, cells will be different and can be found using the
momentum balance equation for each subliquid:

� d��iVi�/dt

� Fi � 	���i�Vi� � �i�p � ��1�i��1�2�V1�V2)
(8)

in which the index i 	 1,2 denotes prestalk or prespore
cells, Fi corresponds to chemotactic forces as they result
from Eq. 7, the effects of viscosity and pressure are propor-
tional to their volume fractions, and the last term defines the
viscous interaction between the two liquids. Volume frac-
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tions for prestalk and prespore cells are found using the
equation for the conservation of mass:

��i/�t � ���iVi) in which i 	 1,2. (9)

To stabilize the numerical integration of Eqs. 8 and 9 we
used staggered grids and have simplified Eq. 8 to:

� �i(�Vi/�t � �Vi�)Vi

� Fi � 	�i�Vi � �i�p � ��1�i��1�2(V1 � V2)
(10)

Using Eq. 10 instead of Eq. 8 we neglected two terms: one
containing the spatial derivative of the volume fractions,
	��i�Vi, which results from the viscous term and causes
the most severe numerical problems, and a term (V�i�Vi),
which derives from the left-hand side of Eq. 8. Initial compu-
tations have shown that adding the last term does not signifi-
cantly affect the velocity and sorting patterns described below.
That probably indicates that terms containing the divergence of
velocity are small and that the term 	��i�Vi which we re-
moved from the right-hand side of the equations also would
not alter obtained results. In addition, to accelerate the com-
putations, we neglect the viscous interactions between prestalk
and prespore cells (� 	 0). As we have checked in compu-
tations with nonzero �, these interactions do not effect the way
of sorting but increase a total time required for it, because they
result in a decrease of the difference in velocities between
prestalk and prespore cells.

All calculations were performed in three-dimensional do-
mains using finite difference equations. Eqs. 1 and 2 were
integrated by the Euler explicit method using the forward
time centered space method for the diffusion term (Press et
al., 1988). Eq. 3 was integrated by the two-step projection
method (Kothe et al., 1991) using upwind methods for the
convection term and a simultaneous over-relaxation scheme
(SOR) for the pressure Poisson equation (PPE) (Press et al.,
1988). Eqs. 9 and 10 were integrated explicitly, using the
upwind method for the convection terms and taking the
value for pressure, p, from the solution of Eq. 3. These
methods are stable with the space and time steps used (hx 	
0.6; ht 	 0.06) and the following choice of parameters, a
diffusion coefficient in Eq. 1 of D 	 1, viscosity in Eq. 3
(	 	 1), and the observed maximal value of chemotactic
flow (max�V�
1. in all computations).

For the cAMP concentration field (Eq. 1) and volume
fraction fields (Eq. 9) we used Neumann’s no-flux boundary
conditions at the boundary of the medium as well as at the
free boundary of the mound. For the velocity fields (3,8) we
checked both Neumann and Dirichlet (zero value) boundary
conditions on the free boundary of the mound and used
no-slip conditions on the boundaries of the medium. To
check an influence of diffusive cAMP flows from the
mound to the substrate (see Fig. 7 A) we modified the
boundary condition at the bottom boundary of the medium
in the following way. 1) We assumed that there is a station-
ary level of cAMP in the substrate far from the mound, g�.
2) We assumed that the difference between a cAMP level

(gin) in grids at bottom plane of the mound (our 1st plane)
and that (gout) at upper plane of the substrate (bottom
boundary of our computational medium) is a fixed part of a
difference: gin � gout 	 �(gin � g�). This expression was
used to find a cAMP level at the bottom boundary of the
computational medium: gout 	 gin � �(gin � g�). This
allowed us to save computational time by avoiding direct
computations of the cAMP flows into the substrate.

The location of the free surface was detected by tracking
massless particles distributed in the volume of the mound
(MAC method (Harlow and Welch, 1965)). Initially the
particles were located in the exact middle of number of
grids, forming a hemispherical structure in three-dimen-
sional space. At each time step, the particles were shifted
according to the velocity of the fluid flow (given by Eq. 3)
in the occupied grids. Tracking of the particles allowed detect-
ing the changes in the shape and location of the mound in the
following manner. We assumed that all the grids, which are
occupied by particles or located one grid apart from those
occupied by particles, constitute the mound. All other grids
represent the outer space. The cAMP concentrations and the
cell velocities were computed in all grids considered to be part
of the mound. The boundary conditions were applied to those
grids contacting outer space. Using this definition of the
mound we were able to track the changes in the mound’s shape
and location during the simulations.

The computations were performed in media of 70 � 70 �
50 grids (Figs. 1 and 2, and see Fig. 7), 50 � 50 � 40 (Fig.
3), and 60 � 60 � 100 (see Fig. 6) with the initial diameter
of mound varying between 24 and 36 space units. Model
parameters were g0 	 0.3; g1 	 0.35; g2 	 1.3; � 	 4; kr 	
1.5; D 	 1; � 	 1; 	 	 1; kg varied between 5.4 and 6.0;
Kch varied between 1 and 4. Program was written using
Microsoft Visual C4 and run on Pentium-Pro200 PC.
Time, required for single computation, varied from 10 to
100 hours. For example, the computation presented in Fig.
1 (10,000 time steps each including about 100 iterations of
PPE solver) took 58 hours.

The velocity of the cAMP waves measured in our model
was 1.2 space units per time unit, the period of scroll wave
rotation varied between 20 and 50 time units. The velocity
of the fluid flows inside the mound varied between 0.2 and
0.8 space units per time unit (depending on Kch). Assuming
that a time unit is equal to 0.1 min and the space unit is
equal to 5 �m, these parameters result in a mounds size of
up to 200 �m, a period for cAMP wave rotation of 2–5 min,
a velocity of the cAMP waves of �60 �m/min, and a
velocity of the cell flows of 10–40 �m/min. All these
numbers are close to those measured in experimental con-
ditions (Siegert et al., 1994; Rietdorf et al., 1996).

RESULTS

Cell sorting in the mound

To study cell sorting, we have performed computations
starting with a hemispherical mound consisting of two cell
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types that are initially randomly distributed. We have found
that the conditions under which the cells sort out in the way
which is in best agreement with experimental observations
is when the cell types differ both in velocity and excitability
in such a way that faster cells are more excitable. An
example of cell sorting using these conditions is shown in
Fig. 1. A scroll wave of cAMP rotating in a hemispherical
mound causes cell movement in the mound. The movement

patterns (flows) are different for the different cell types and
lead to a redistribution of the cells in the mound. Initially,
the faster cells collect in the middle of the mound along its
vertical axis and then they start to move up and form a
plume-like pattern with most of the fast cells on top. These
cells will form a tip. Because of the accumulation of the
more excitable cells on the top and the less excitable cells in
the body of the mound, the scroll wave of cAMP becomes
twisted. In addition to its clock-wise rotation it gets a
downward component that leads to further accumulation of
the fast moving cells on top and elongation of the mound
upwards. During this process the period of the scroll wave
decreases from 48 to 21 time units (or from 4.8 to 2.1 min
according to our scaling).

We also checked the cell sorting when the cell types
differ only in excitability or only in velocity. We have found
that there is no cell sorting if cell types differ only in their
excitability. The mound in this case is similar to a uniform
mound in which the excitability is average of those of both
cell types. If cell types differ only in their velocity of chemo-
tactic motion, they do sort out. But the sorting pattern obtained
is rather different from that shown in Fig. 1. In this case,
cell-sorting stops at the stage when faster cells form a plume-
like structure surrounded by slower cells. Two cases of sorting
from differences in chemotactic velocity are shown for
mounds of different excitability (Fig. 2). In a highly excitable
mound, the faster cells almost immediately form a plume-like
pattern that in time becomes thinner at the base and wider at
the top. In a less excitable medium the faster cells initially form
a ring-shaped structure at the bottom of the mound. In time, the
ring contracts and elongates upward and finally transforms also
into a plume-like structure but with a wider base as in a highly
excitable medium.

Shape transformations in mounds consisting of
one cell type

In this section we investigate the properties of uniform
mounds consisting only of one cell type. We hope that
further insight obtained in these studies will help us to

FIGURE 1 Cell sorting in the mound. The mound consists of 20% of prestalk cells (yellow) and 80% prespore cells (blue). The cell types differ in
chemotactic velocity (K1 	 2 and K2 	 1 in Eq. 6) and in excitability (k1 	 6.0 and k2 	 5.4 in Eq. 1). Initially the mound is a hemisphere in which a
cAMP scroll wave (purple) is initiated and rotates clockwise, and both cell types mixed randomly. Affected by the cAMP waves, the cells move and sort
so that the prestalk cells collect at the top of the mound and form a tip.

FIGURE 2 Cell sorting in the mound. Conditions the same as in Fig. 1
except that the prestalk and prespore cells do not differ in their excitability.
The excitability is high (k1 	 k2 	 6.0) in (A) and low (k1 	 k2 	 5.4) in
(B). At the early stages of sorting, there is a qualitative difference in the
sorting pattern observed in both cases: the faster cells form a ring in (A) or
collect directly in the middle of the mound in (B). At the later stages of
sorting, this qualitative difference reduces to a more quantitative one: the
faster cells form, in both cases, plume-like structures that differ in the sizes
of their cross section in their bottom and top parts. For clarity of cell sorting
patterns, cAMP waves are not shown.
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understand the results of the simulations shown in Figs. 1
and 2. We want to understand why cells sort out, why faster
cells collect on the top of the mound, and why they form a
tip. The question we address at the moment is what is the
stationary shape of a uniform mound and how is it influ-
enced by the choice of model parameters. Beginning with a
hemispherical mound where cAMP scroll wave has been
initiated, we found the following. 1) The mound always
tends to evolve to a cylindrical shape (Fig. 3 A). The
transition period is very long (at least a few tens of cAMP
wave rotations) and increases with a decrease in velocity of
chemotactic motion or with an increase in a mounds vol-
ume. 2) The radius of the cylinder decreases as the excit-
ability of the mound increases (Fig. 3 B). As a result more
excitable mounds form more elongated cylinders. 3) There
seems to exist proportionality between the velocity of che-
motactic motion and the rate of the shape transformation
(Fig. 3 C). The velocity does not appear to have a large
influence on the final stationary shape of the mound.

The mound shown in Fig. 3 A changes its shape from
hemispherical to cylindrical. The final cylindrical shape is

stable. The mounds shown in Fig. 3 B have different excitabil-
ities. Their shapes are all investigated after a fixed time (t 	 45
min) starting from the same initial hemispherical shape. Al-
though these mounds have not yet achieved their stationary
shape, it can be easily recognized that they tend to go towards
cylindrical shapes and that the radius of these cylinders in-
creases gradually as mound’s excitability decreases. The
mounds in Fig. 3 B have very similar shapes. They have
evolved from the same initial condition and differ only in their
cell’s chemotactic movement response. The time of observa-
tion multiplied by the chemotactic forcing is constant for all the
mounds shown. It shows that the transformation rate of the
mound shape is proportional to the chemotactic movement
response.

Mechanisms of mound shape transformations

The shape transforms result from cell flows, which occur in
response to rotating cAMP waves. The velocity field for the
cell flows in a uniform mound is shown in Fig. 4 A. The cell

FIGURE 3 Transformations of uni-
form hemispherical mounds. (A) Hemi-
spherical mound transforms to a cylin-
der (kg 	 5.7, Kch 	 2). (B) Radius of
cylinder depends on its excitability.
Three mounds of different excitability
are shown. kg 	 6.0, 5.7, and 5.4, re-
spectively. The periods of the cAMP
scroll rotations are 19, 32, and 54, re-
spectively, for these mounds. Kch 	 2
in all cases shown. The rate of the
shape transformation of a mound is pro-
portional to velocity of the motion of its
cell. Shown are three mounds of the
same excitability (kg 	 6.0) but with
different velocities of cell motion
(Kch 	 1, 2, and 4, respectively). In this
figure, the cAMP isoconcentrations are
mapped on the mounds surface. Blue
represents low cAMP, red high cAMP.
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flows form a vortex, which rotates in direction opposite to
the direction of rotation of the cAMP scroll wave. From a
horizontal section of the velocity field (Fig. 4 B), it can be
seen that the cells move tangentially around the tip of the
spiral, which results from a cross-section of the filament of
the cAMP scroll wave. It is also seen that the velocity of cell
movement is modulated by the cAMP wave. Cells acceler-
ate in the front of the cAMP wave and then gradually slow
down until they accelerate again in response to the next
wave. A vertical cross-section of the velocity field (Fig. 4
C) shows that there is an upward flow of the cells in the
middle of the mound near the filament of the cAMP scroll
wave. This flow is responsible for the transformation of the
shape of the mound. The force responsible for the vertical
flows is a hydraulic pressure generated by the moving cells.
The pressure develops because the chemotactic force devel-
oped by the accelerating cells is not really tangential; it has
an inward component for cells located at the periphery of
mound and an outward component for the cells inside the
spiral core. These inward-outward components occur because
the cAMP wave is scroll shaped. If the number of cells forced
inward is higher than the number of cells forced outward, the
hydraulic pressure increases in the core of scroll, which forces
the cells in the core to move upward (because they cannot
move downward). This flow leads to elongation of the mound
and therefore to a decrease in diameter of its base. As the
mound becomes thinner, the number of cells tending to move
inward decreases. When it becomes approximately equal to the
number of cells moving outward, the hydrodynamic pressure
in the scroll core falls, and the vertical flow comes to a halt.
Thus, the shape of the mound stabilizes when the radius of the
horizontal cross-sections of the mound achieves a critical
value, i.e., the mound attains a cylindrical shape. This critical
value is defined by a condition in which the inward chemo-
tactic forcing on the periphery of the mound is balanced by
outward chemotactic forcing in the middle of the mound so
that there are no vertical flows inside the mounds anymore.
Finally, the radius of the stationary cylinder depends on the
shape of the cAMP wave, i.e., it depends on the excitability of
the mound.

Mechanisms of cell sorting

The same mechanisms, which are responsible for changing
the shape of the uniform mound, lead also to cell sorting in
a heterogeneous mound. Cells in the periphery of the mound
tend to move inward, i.e., there is a competition for the
space in the middle of the mound (the scroll’s core) between
cells of different type. Faster cells, which are able to move
more effectively, chemotactically win this competition and
accumulate in the middle of the mound (Fig. 1 B). Because
in the middle of the mound there is an upward flow, most of
the faster cells move further up and finally form a plume-
like structure pointing to the top surrounded by slower cells.
If the difference between the cell types is only confined to
the velocity of motion, cell sorting stops at this stage (Fig.
2). If the cell types differ, in addition, in excitability, the
structure formed by high excitable cells deforms the shape
of the scroll wave. The plume-like structure formed by
prestalk cells results in an anisotropy in the mound, i.e., the
top of the mound becomes more excitable than its bottom.
As a result, the scroll wave becomes twisted and gets new
downward component causing further upward cell flows in
the mound (Fig. 5). All cells try to move up, but again the
faster cells win the competition for the space on the top of
the mound (compare velocity profiles for prestalk and pre-
spore cells in vertical cross section given in Fig. 5). Finally,
all the faster cells collect at the top of the mound and form
a tip (Fig. 1). The radius of the tip is smaller than the radius
of the mound. Because of the sorting of the more excitable
cells in the tip, the tip can now support a spiral with a
smaller core resulting in a smaller tip diameter (see Fig. 3 B).

Transformation of a mound to a slug

The shape of the mound shown in Fig. 1 changes over the
time accompanying the cell sorting. The mound elongates in
time and soon reaches the upper boundary of the medium.
To investigate the evolution of the mound further, we have
prolonged the computations in a medium of modified size
(Fig. 6). We have found that the mound, undisturbed by
medium boundaries, continues to elongate and, finally de-

FIGURE 4 Velocity field in mound. The velocity field in the volume, the horizontal bottom plane, and the vertical cross-section of the mound are shown
for the second mound in Fig. 3 C. The mound is drawn transparent to show the scroll wave of cAMP rotating inside (also drawn transparent), and arrows
indicate magnitude and direction of velocity. Maximal size of arrows corresponds to velocities �20 �m/min. The cAMP wave in the cross-section is shown
by its isolines. The vertical cross-section (taken at the position indicated by the line in the middle figure) of the mound is slightly rotated to visualize the
cell flows orthogonal to this section. In the left-hand side of the section, the flow (arrows) is towards the observer, whereas in the right-side, the flow is
directed away from the observer.
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velops into a slug. Investigation of the velocity fields of the
cells in this structure shows that cells in the tip move more
in a rotational fashion, while cells in the tail make a more
upward directed motion very much in agreement with the
patterns of cell movement observed in slugs (Siegert and
Weijer, 1992; Abe et al., 1994; Dormann et al., 1996). The
final structure shown in Fig. 6 is not stable. It tends to fall
down (at least comes into contact with one of the side
boundaries of the medium) as observed under experimental
conditions. This structure then should start to move, which
is something we are still checking in further simulations.

Effect of leaking of cAMP from mound to the
substrate on the sorting process

Under normal laboratory conditions the mound sits on the
substrate, normally an agar surface. There is a cAMP (dif-

fusive) flow from mound to the substrate. This flow intro-
duces cAMP gradients in the lower part of the mound,
which possibly can effect the cell sorting. We have checked
this in our model by allowing a cAMP flow to occur over
the mound’s bottom boundary (boundary condition for the
cAMP field at the bottom boundary of the computational
medium were modified as described in the model section).
The resulting sorting patterns are shown in Fig. 7 A. A
comparison with Fig. 1 shows that there is a stronger
upward flow of prestalk cells, so that they begin to collect
at the top of mound instead of collecting in the middle first
to form of a plume-like pattern. Altogether, sorting is ac-
celerated and takes less time. We explain these changes in
sorting in the following way: the diffusion of cAMP from
the mound to substrate creates a vertical cAMP gradient in
the very bottom of the mound (in our calculations the cAMP

FIGURE 6 Transformation of a
mound into a slug. The mound shown in
Fig. 1 has been placed in larger medium
(60 � 60 � 100 grids) and allowed to
evolve further. It transforms from a
mound to a standing slug.

FIGURE 5 The velocity field and
its cross sections for prestalk (A) and
prespore (B) cells in the mound
shown in Fig. 1 at t 	 30 min. The
velocity fields are shown in the same
way as in Fig. 4.
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gradients extend only 3–4 planes up (15–20 �m) into the
mound). This gradient forces prestalk cells to move up from
the bottom. As a result of this motion, the mound becomes
inhomogeneous, excitability decreases in the bottom. This
inhomogeneity adds to the vertical gradients of cAMP and,
what is more important, results in cAMP gradients further
up in the mound. Now even more prestalk cells become
involved in the upward motion. In turn, sorting causes
differences in the excitability at higher levels in the mound.
From a certain time onwards, only the difference in excit-
ability between the upper and lower levels in the mound
forces further upward sorting. Thus, the diffusive cAMP
flow from the mound to the substrate fires the sorting
process in vertical direction. As soon as sorting starts, it
works in an autocatalytic regime propagating itself upward
through the volume of the mound.

Effect of diffusive oxygen flows into the mound
on sorting process

It is known that oxygen activates many processes in cells
and affects sorting pattern presumably by affecting the
amount of cAMP released (Sternfeld and David, 1981a,
1981b). As oxygen diffuses from the air through mound’s
surface into the mound where it is used by cells, oxygen
levels should fall from the surface to the inside. As a result,

the mound could become inhomogeneous with respect to its
excitability, and this then can affect the cell sorting process
in the mound. To check this possible effect we included one
more variable, O, into our model such that: 1) oxygen level
is constant (O 	 1.) outside the mound; 2) oxygen diffuses
into the mound and is consumed there:

�O/�t � Do�O � koO (11)

and 3) the rate of cAMP production by the cells (in Eq. 6)
is proportional to the oxygen level:

ki � Oki

in which

i � 1,2 indicates prestalk or prespore cells. (12)

The resulting cell sorting pattern in this modification of the
model is shown in Fig. 7 B. A comparison with Fig. 1 shows
that the flow of prestalk cells towards the top of the mound
is accelerated, whereas the flow to the center seems to be
reduced. Again, sorting occurs faster similar to the case
shown in Fig. 7 A. An explanation for the changes in the
sorting pattern observed comes from the consideration of
the excitability in the mound. The concentration of oxygen
inside the mound decreases from the surface to the middle
and achieves the lowest level in the exact middle at the
bottom of the mound. Accordingly the excitability in the

FIGURE 7 Effect of cAMP diffusive flow from the mound into the substrate (A) and the effect of the oxygen (diffusing from the surface into the mound)
on excitability (B) on the cell-sorting process. All conditions are the same as in Fig. 1 with the following exceptions: (A) the boundary condition for the
cAMP field at the mound substrate interface is not Neumann (no flux) but: gout 	 gin � �(gin � g�) in which � 	 0.9 and g� 	 0. (B) Oxygen diffuses
into the mound from the free surface and is consumed everywhere inside (DO 	 1 and kO 	 0.002 in Eq. 11). As a result, the concentration of oxygen
falls from 1 at the mound’s surface to 0.93 at the center of the mound. The oxygen affects the rate of cAMP release by the cells according to Eq. 12. The
production of cAMP by the cells (kg in Eqs. 1 and 6) is made proportional to the oxygen concentration. To restore an average excitability in the mound,
we slightly increased (compared with all previous computations) the values of k1 and k2: k1 	 6.2 and k2 	 5.6.
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mounds, center increases from the bottom to the top. This
induces a vertical flow of prestalk cells. In each horizontal
section of the mound, the excitability increases towards the
periphery resulting in a reduced cell flow towards the cen-
ter. All together these changes result in a faster upward
movement of the prestalk cells.

DISCUSSION

The main goal of this work is to understand the mechanisms
responsible for cell sorting in the mound. Our general as-
sumption that cell sorting results from differential chemo-
tactic cell flows inside the mound was confirmed by calcu-
lations. The calculations also showed that the characteristic
shape changes of the mound from a hemisphere to an
elongated cylinder, the slug, are easily accounted for by the
same mechanisms. Our model describes chemotactic cell
sorting, and the accompanying shape transformation re-
markably well. Our explanations for these phenomena are as
follows. 1) The most important factor for cell sorting is a
difference in velocity of prestalk and prespore cells (in
agreement with experimental data (Siegert and Weijer,
1992; Early et al., 1995)). Both cell types move in the same
direction along cAMP gradients, but the faster cells accu-
mulate at the source of cAMP waves, the spiral tip, and
displace the slower prespore cells there. 2) The way of
sorting is determined by the shape of the cAMP wave. The
shape changes, in turn, because of sorting, as a result of the
differential excitability of the sorting cells. Forced by the
scroll wave of cAMP, the faster cells collect in the middle
and on the top of the mound forming a plume-like structure
(Fig. 2). Because the faster cells are more excitable, this
sorting results in the mound becoming inhomogeneous with
respect to its excitability. This in turn causes a twist of the
scroll wave, which allows all faster cells to collect on the
top of the mound, finally forming a distinct morphological
tip (Fig. 1). 3) The transformation of the shape of the mound
results from the chemotactic flows inside the mound. The
precise manner of the shape transformation depends
(through these flows) on the shape of cAMP wave. As we
have seen, a scroll wave leads to transformation of hemi-
spherical mound to cylindrical slug. Contrary, a pacemaker
located in the middle of the bottom plane of the mound
stabilizes its hemispherical shape (results are not shown).

Differences in the velocities of prestalk and prespore cells
were modeled by differential chemotaxis, i.e., prestalk cells
were assumed to exert stronger forces in response to the
chemotactic signal than prespore cells. Another way to
achieve this difference is to assume that both exert the same
chemotactic force but that they differ in their adhesive
properties, resulting in an effective slower movement of
prespore cells. In terms of our model it could mean that cell
types differ in their viscosity coefficients. Calculations in
which we assumed that prestalk cells are characterized by a
smaller viscosity than to prespore cells have resulted in
exactly the same results as shown in Fig. 2.

The scroll wave of cAMP in the mound is stable and does
not change at all when the cell types differ only in their
velocity of motion (Fig. 2). An additional difference in the

excitability of the cell types forces the scroll wave to
change. One way for a scroll wave to change is to twist (Fig.
1). However, in some cases the scroll wave becomes unsta-
ble so that its filament changes the shape and location in the
mound over the time resulting to complicated cAMP wave
patterns. Such wave patterns have recently also been ob-
served in experiments (Dormann and Weijer, unpublished
observations). We have not shown images from the com-
putations showing this behavior but want to note here that
this kind of instability takes place when the filament of the
cAMP scroll wave in an inhomogeneous mound begins to
drift horizontally, resulting in different drift rates in differ-
ent cross-sections and this therefore destroys the scroll.

There is at least one contradiction between the pattern of
cell sorting seen in experiments and that shown in Fig. 1. In
our calculations, the prestalk cells sort to the middle of the
mound first and then move up (Fig. 1). Although cell
movement of prestalk cells during sorting has not yet been
observed directly in experiments, it seems from the analysis
of sequenced static images that the initial salt and pepper
pattern changes gradually in a pattern in which prestalk cells
accumulate at the tip. The impression is that prestalk cells
move up throughout the whole volume of the mound with-
out accumulating in the center first. If this is the case, it
means that something that is important for cell sorting was
not taken into account in our calculations. To check this
further, we performed the computations shown in Fig. 7,
i.e., we took into account a cAMP flow between the mound
and the substrate (Fig. 7 A) and effect of oxygen on an
excitability of the mound (Fig. 7 B). The results of these
computations are twofold: in both cases the rate of sorting in
vertical direction increases. As a result, the cells collect
quickly at the top of the mound and omit the intermediate
stage where they collect along the vertical axis of the
mound. This is certainly in better agreement with the ex-
perimental observations. The less desirable feature of both
calculations is that tips do not form easily under both sets of
assumptions. At the end of sorting process, we have a rather
flat collection of cells at the top of the mound, which is not
changing in time. A tip is not formed because the effective
excitability at the top of the mound is not as high as it was
in the case shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, a tip forms because the
core of the scroll wave is small on the top, formed by higher
excitable prestalk cells, and large at the bottom, formed by
low excitable prespore cells. However, in the calculation
shown in Fig. 7 this difference is reduced because of the
more random distribution of prestalk and prespore cells
during the sorting process. Finally, when the prestalk cells
move up, they form a wide thin cap on top of the prespore
cell mass and this reduces their effective excitability (be-
cause of interaction with the prespore cells), resulting in no
further contraction of the tip.

Many results of our model calculations can be checked
experimentally. For example, we would expect that in
mounds formed by cells (mutants) in which the cell types
differ only in excitability, cell sorting would not take place.
Accumulation of the faster cells in the middle of mound can
be checked in synergy experiments between mutants differ-
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ing only in their velocity. An example of this type of behavior
was recently shown to occur in synergy experiments between
wild-type cells and a cytoskeleton mutant cell line. The latter
mutant (an alpha-actinin-gelation factor double null mutant)
showed a significantly reduced movement speed compared
with wild-type cells (Rivero et al., 1996). In synergy experi-
ments in which a small percentage of wild-type cells were
mixed with mutant cells, it was found that the wild-type cells
collected first in the middle and then on top of the mounds.
These results have been confirmed recently with synergy ex-
periments between wild-type and a talin null strain, which also
show sorting of the wild-type cells in the talin null mutant.
(Weijer et al., in preparation).

The basic assumption used in the model presented here is
that cell flows inside the mound can be considered as a fluid
flows in liquid. The results of the present study can be
considered as a confirmation of the validity of this assump-
tion. The velocity fields for cell flows in the mound, shown
in Figs. 4 and 5, are in good agreement with the experimen-
tal data obtained by the tracking of moving cells. In both
cases, the cells move in rotational fashion in the direction
opposite to that of the rotation of the scroll of cAMP. The
velocity of the cells is modulated in a cross section of the
mound as observed in experiments (Siegert et al., 1994): the
velocity is smaller in the middle of the mound as well as at
its periphery while achieving maximum speed in the region
equidistant from the mound’s middle and its surface. In
addition, the velocity of the fluids (cells) change periodi-
cally in response to periodic chemotactic cAMP waves.

We thank Till Bretschneider for discussions. This work was supported by
a grant from the BBSRC.
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